Pattern recognition in urban areas is one of the most challenging issues in classifying satellite remote sensing data. Parametric pixel-by-pixel classification algorithms tend to perform poorly in this context. This is because urban areas comprise a complex spatial assemblage of disparate land cover types -including built structures, numerous vegetation types, bare soil and water bodies. Thus, there is a need for more powerful spectral pattern recognition techniques, utilizing pixel-by-pixel spectral information as the basis for automated urban land cover detection. This paper adopts the multi-layer perceptron classifier suggested and implemented in [5] . The objective of this study is to analyse the performance and stability of this classifier -trained and tested for supervised classification (8 a priori given land use classes) of a Landsat-5 TM image (270 x 360 pixels) from the city of Vienna and its northern surroundings -along with varying the training data set in the single-training-site case. The performance is measured in terms of total classification, map user's and map producer's accuracies. In addition, the stability with initial parameter conditions, classification error matrices, and error curves are analysed in some detail.
Introduction
The remote sensing literature on neural network applications to multispectreal pattern recognition is relatively new, dating back about six to seven years. The first studies established the feasibility of backpropagation neural classifiers
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(see [1] , [9] , [4] ). Subsequent studies analysed this type of classifier in more detail and compared it to current best practice such as the Gaussian maximum likelihood (see, e.g., [2] , [12] , [5] ). One of the most difficult aspects of supervised classification is the choice of representative training sites for each land cover class (see, e.g., [9] , [6] ). Ideally a good classifier is one which after training with the feature values from the example classes is capable of being used to map or collect statistics accurately over much wider areas of territory from the remotely sensed data without the need for further ground survey.
Time and expenses can be saved if smaller samples of training pixels are required for obtaining a sufficient generalization performance and stability with initial parameter conditions of the classifier. The motivation for the current study is to investigate training and generalization behaviour dependent on training set sizes for the single training site case. In-sample and out-of-sample performances are measured in terms of total classification, map user's and map producer's accuracies. In addition, classification error matrices are used to track the results by a close and systematic examination.
In the following section, we briefly describe, first, the pattern recognition task at hand as a supervised multispectral pixel-by-pixel classification problem, second, the major characteristics of the two-layer perceptron classifier used, third, the performance measures and the data sets for training and testing. In section 3, the experimental set up is outlined and the estimation procedure, before discussing the results obtained. Particular emphasis is laid here in this study on the crucial issue of generalization behaviour of the MLP-1 classifier as suggested by [5] in dependence of varying training data sets. Some conclusions are drawn in the final section.
The Pattern Recognition Problem and the Data
The objective of satellite image classification operations is to replace visual analysis of the image data with quantitative techniques for automating the identification of man-made objects as well as natural phenomena in a scene. This normally involves the analysis of multispectral data and the application of statistical decision rules for determining the land cover identity for each pixel of an image, based on the spectral radiances observed in the data. Computational neural networks (CNNs, or simply, NN s) represent a different approach to the pattern recognition problem, as they do not rely explicitly on the probabilistic nature both of the information to process, and of the form in which to express the results. The role of neural networks is to provide general semi-parametrized non-linear mappings between multidimensional spaces (see, e.g., [3] ), i.e., NNs can be viewed as adaptive model-free function estimators using a nonalgorithmic strategy.
The problem considered here is a typical supervised multispectral pixel-by-pixel classification problem using urban landcover information in which the classifier is trained with pre-selected examples of the landuse classes to be recognized in the data set. The problem to discriminate between eight urban landuse categories, as outlined in table 1, is challenging because urban agglomerations embrace a complex composition of spectral landcover types, including built structures like (sub )urban settlement areas, parks and recreation areas with water bodies and numerous types of vegetation. These categories are meaningful to photointerpreters and landuse mappers, but are not necessarily spectrally homogeneous -a problem hardly to tackle by conventional spectral pixel-by-pixel classificiation techniques (see, e.g., [7] ).
This problem has been tackled by means of the two-layer perceptron MLP-1 with 14 logistic hidden units and softmax output activation suggested and implemented in [5] . Six input units represent the spectral bands of the multispectral image and eight output units the a priori given landuse classes (see table 1 ). The weight elimination pruning strategy has been used to control for model complexity, i.e., the size of the hidden layer. The network was trained utilizing the most simple local optimization technique based on gradient descent in order to minimize the least mean squared error (LMSE) performance measure. The parameter estimation is stochastic epoch based (epoch size 3), the update for the weight parameter w~~) that connects the n-th node of the (n -1)-th layer to the j-th node of the (n + 1)-th layer at step (t)
where E denotes the standard LMSE function to be minimized over the set of training examples, and T/ the learning rate set to 0.8. For a detailed description of the network set up procedure see [5] , the statistical approach to learning in such networks is described in [8] . Since all iterative procedures are sensitive to different starting points, it is important to perform several random runs. We deliberately have chosen five different runs with initial weights drawn at random from an uniform distribution in [-0.1, +O.l].
Common means for expressing classification performance is the preparation of confusion matrices. This involves both in-sample (training) and especially out-of-sample classification performance. The following standard measures such as the classification error matrix or confusion matrix f1k with f1k ( l, k = 1, ... , C) listing the pixels assigned by the classifier to category k versus the known landuse (ground truth) category l, the map user's accuracy, Vk, for the ground truth category k = 1, ... , C, the map producer's accuracy 7rz for the classifier's category l = 1, ... , C, and the total classification accuracy T (or the total classification error Tl defined as Tl = (100 -T)). A less common measure is the KHAT statistics, k, measuring the actual agreement between ground truth category l and classifier category k and the chance agreement beween ground truth category and a random classifier category. It incorporates the nondiagonal elements of the error matrix as a product of row and column marginal. One of the principal advantages of k statistics is the ability to use this value as a basis for determining the differnence among matrices (see, e.g., [10] ) and hence serves as an appropriate measure in the current experimental setup.
For the purpose of experimentation, a Landsat-5 TM image covering the city of Vienna and its northern surroundings was selected (270 x 360 pixels; TM Quarter Scene 190-026/4; location of the center: 16°23 1 E, 48°14'N; observation date: June 5, 1985) . Familiarity with the area allowed for accurate class training and test site selection. Additional reference data was provided through a series of analogue orthophotos gathered during the same year, and a parcel-based landuse map of the city of Vienna. The six spectral bands of the Landsat sensor with a ground resolution of 30m x 30m were used for classification whereas the thermal band (TM channel 6) was not considered for this task. A single training site has been selected for each of the eight categories chosen to cover the majority of urban landuse features in the Vienna image (see table 1 ). This resulted in a database consisting of 2,460 pixels (about 2.5 percent of all the pixels in the image) that are described by sixdimensional feature vectors and their class membership (target values). In figure 1 , scattergrams for the imagebands 1-5 and 7 show the actual pixel distribution of the full training sample of 2,460 feature vectors. First, the image bands TMl, TM2 and TM3 show a high correlation, the clusters for all landuse classes except class 3 and 4 are overlapping or contain each other. Band 4, 5 and 6 indicate a better separability. Second, there is some confusion between densely built up areas and water bodies, which is peculiar. The water body in this case is the River Danube that flows through the city and is surrounded by densely built up areas. The confusion could be caused by a "boundary problem" where there are mixed pixels at the boundary.
A few of the categories, such as 'suburban', are sparsely distributed in the image. Thus, in order to keep the classification accuracy calculations from being dominated by a few of the more prevalent classes, the database has been divided into a training set (two thirds of the training site pixels) and a testing set (one third of the training site pixels) by stratified random sampling, stratified in terms of the a priori probability of class occurence of the eight categories (see, e.g., [11] ). This resulted into 1,640 training and 820 testing pixels. Four further training sets were produced by reduction of the basic training samples of the eight categories whereas the testing set remained the same. Training set 2 represents 80% (a total of 1,313 pixels) of the basic training set, training set 3 includes 60% (984 pixels), training set 4 40% (656 pixels), and training set 5 only 203 (327 pixels). Since the resampling procedure was randomly stratified according to the a priori probability of class occurence as well, the number of training pixels for sparsely distributed landuse classes became rather small. The basic statistical characteristics of the additional training sets (see table 3 ) are compareable to those of the basic training set 1. This should guarantee a fair comparison of the classifier's performance and evaluation of the impact of training set size. 
The Classifier and the Simulation Experiments
The main objective of our experimental setup is to analyse the stability of in-sample and out-of-sample classification performance of the MLP-1 classifier with respect to varying training set sizes. The experimental setup was led by the hypothesis that the smaller training sets should result in poorer performance for the classifiers. In other words, it is expected that a reduction in training set size would yield a significant decrease of generalization accuracy, since the classifier requires an adequate number of samples in each category to describe decision boundaries in the feature space. Intuitively one might expect furthermore that a neural classifier would require more samples for spectrally heterogeous landuse categories since it assumes no statistical distribution and thus would need more information to define these decision regions.
Another important aspect for real world applications of neural classifiers is their stability with initial parameter conditions. The objective function of gradient descent based multilayer perceptron networks has multiple local minima and therefore this network type is known to be sensitve to details of initial weight values. In our experiments the network topology of the MLP-1 classifier is fixed (6:14:8), and so is the number of 196 free parameters (adjustable weights) and the gradient descent control term 'T} = 0.8. We used five different sets of initial weights which were chosen from a uniform random distribution in [-0.1, +0.1] to investigate the stability aspects of the classifier in the setting at hand.
All the simulations described are performed using the epoch-based stochastic version of backpropagation, where the weights are updated after each epoch of three randomly chosen patterns in the training sets (epoch size 3). The spectral grey scale values of the six TM-bands were transformed in [O, 1] for mapping the observed signals onto a set of input unit activations. The softmax activation function for the final layer of MLP-1 generates output values in the range [O, 1] either, which can be interpreted as probabilities of class membership, conditioned on the outputs of the hidden units. The output unit with the maximum activation indicates the actual mapping of an input pixel onto a specific output class C. All classifiers were trained for 10 cycles where one cycle is defined as a full presentation of the entire training set. For the purpose of monitoring the estimation and generalization behaviour of the classifiers the performance measures described in section 2 were computed after each training cycle. Table 4 Figure 2 shows a mapping of the "cost of performance and stability" in terms of the number of training pixels versus the "gain" in terms of the average generalization accuracy, T(l-5 ), and the stability indicated by the standard deviation over the five runs, <T( 1 _ 5 ). T(l-5 ) decreases from 89.17% achieved by training the MLP-1 classifier with 1,640 patterns (training set 1) to 82.56% using just 327 patterns for training. The cost for 6.61% average out-of-sample performance gain is a five times larger training set, and hence, the collection of five times more ground truth information. The knowledge obtained through that cost-performance-analysis should have practical consequences in a way as we could show that a deliberate design of a simple MLP network classifier together with a small number of training patterns yields a sufficient generalization performance.
A closer examination of the error matrices for the best performing runs per training set (see table 5-9 in the appendix) and the calculation of map users's and map producer's classification accuracies (vk and 7r1) shows that complex landuse classes, such as low density residential and industrial suburban areas (class 5) and densely built up urban areas (class 6) may have significantly lower Vk-and ?Tz-values than spectrally homogeneous landuse classes. For example, the map user's accuracy for class 5 shows a maximum of 94.23 percent for MLP-1 using training set 2 and a minimum of 65.38 percent (set 5). The corresponding map producer's accuracies are 82.26 percent and 97.14 percent, respecively. The vk(7rz)-values for class 6 lie between 69.59 (76.87) percent (set 3) and 79.73 (77.12) percent (set 4). Second, there is a large proportion of cross-assigned pixels between class 6 and class 7 (water courses). In that case the vk(7rz)-values have their minimum at 55.55 (61.76) percent (set 4), the other training sets come up with 62.34 percent Vkand slightly different ?Tz-values (57.83-61.54 percent). The confusions are likely to be mixed pixels effects caused by spectral signatures of pixels covering regions of diverse landcover categories. In both cases, the problem of mixed pixels is a severe one -it occurs if the average size of the regions of homogeneous spectral signature is not much larger than the pixel size. The integration of spatial information (e.g., texture), subpixel information (e.g., spectral mixture analysis), advanced sensor technology (e.g., higher geometric resolution with a constant or even improved number spectral bands), and/ or ancillary information from GIS databases might be appropriate to solve these problems which cannot be tackled by that simple MLP-1 classifier working in a pure spectral pixel-by-pixel information context. The analysis of the generalization ability of the best performing trials of MLP-1 using different training sets completes the investigations. Figure 3 shows the out-of-sample classification error curves as a function of training time. It is clear, that different training set sizes can lead to more or less major differences in the starting stage of the training and generalization process. After six training cycles the differences between MLP-1 trained with training set 1, 2 and 3 more or less vanish and the classifiers tend to converge after the fully stochastic presentation of 9,840 (set 1), 7,878 (set 2), and 5,904 training pixels (set 3), respectively. In contrast, the smaller numbers of training pixels in set 4 (656 pixels) and set 5 (327 pixels) lead to oscillation of generalization performance under constant parameter conditions. As suggested in [5] , a variable learning rate adjustment (declining learning rate) might lead to a more stable generalization behaviour and slightly better performance.
Conclusions and Outlook
This study has focussed on the crucial issue of the generalization (out-of-sample classification performance) of the MLP-1 classifier implemented in [5] with particular emphasis on the important question whether there are some regularities in depenence of the training data set size in the single training site case. For real world applications of neural classifiers in remote sensing both factors are equally relevant. First, the size of the training set, and hence, the number of ground truth pixels to collect, is highly important under tense time-and financial restrictions. Second, the stability of out-of-sample performance and the reliability of neural classifier systems under given conditions has to be proven to illustrate their superiority over conventional parametric techniques.
The experimental results clearly indicate that the generalization performance measured in terms of total classification accuracy generally increases with increasing training set size. The elasticity of generalization performance -in other words, the relative impact of training set size on performance gain -was found to be surprisingly low. For e.g., in our experimental set up 40% less training pixels yielded a out-ofsample performance loss of just 1.24% from an average performance of 89.17% to 87.93%, and almost 80% less training pixels resulted in a loss of 6.61% to 82.56%, respectively.
The second important finding is that the stability of the classifier's performance measured in terms of the range l!(i-s) and standard deviation a:[i-s) of total classification accuracy over five different parameter initializations (Ti, .. . , Ts) generally increases with increasing training set size as well. It is worthwhile to mention that a reduction of the number of training pixels down to 40% of the initial size had almost no influence on the stability of results. The figures for the range of the generalization accuracy measured in terms of l!(i-s) vary between 1.22 and 2.07, and for the standard deviation a(i-s) between 0.45 and 0.88, respectively. With the reduction to 20% of the original training set size, however, the stability figures changed significantly.
A closer examination of the error matrices shows that especially those landuse classes, which comprise a complex assemblage of disperate landcover types, are more sensitive to training set size. This leads to the recommendation that the stratification rule for random sampling of very small training sets should be guided by the complexity of land use classes as well as by the a priori probability of class occurrence. 
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